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Chakra Align Energy Intentions 
 

The body’s seven chakra centers are gently caressed by both crystals and essential oils to assist 

with healing, prayer and meditation.  Each chakra attunes itself to the complementary vibration of 

a crystal and an essential oil by persuasive resonance.  Energy follows thought and as we envision 

the vibrational journey through our chakras, the pranic tube aligns into holistic harmony.  Vital 

energy then flows through the entire channel to create a connection to the One Consciousness.  

When we are aligned with the Divine, the gifts of vision, faith, and wisdom are bestowed upon us. 

 

Root:  Survival and security 

Cypress:  Promotes mental clarity and focus, calms anger and eases stress. 

Crystal Grid #1:  Red Jasper. To bring strength and courage and connection to Mother Earth 

Mantra:  “I AM safe and secure.” 
 

Sacral:  Personal expression, sexuality 

Cardamom:  To promote soothing, uplifting emotional affects and to let go of worries 

Crystal Grid #2 A: Tangerine Quartz  To stimulate the joy of the inner child 

Crystal Grid #2B:  Carnelian.   To overcome fear and bring joy 

Mantra:  “I AM filled with the pleasure of life.” 
 

Solar Plexus:  Identity and self worth 

Lemon:  Inner joy and optimism, clear thoughts 

Crystal Grid #3A: Golden Healer:  Enables one to understand how everything is connected 

Crystal Grid #3B: Butterscotch Agate:  Joy, Positive Energy, Inspiration 

Mantra: “I BELIEVE and TRUST in myself” 
 

Heart:  All about love.   

Rose:  Helps to open and strengthen the heart, teaches the lesson of love, heals heartache 

Crystal Grid #4A: Emerald embodies unity, compassion and unconditional love 

Crystal Grid #4B Ruby:  A talisman of love, it encourages deep feelings of emotion 

Mantra:  “I AM a loving and compassionate person” 
 

Throat:  Communication, thoughts, opinions and desires 

Basil: Lifts the mind and awakens long forgotten desires 

Crystal Grid #5A Sodalite: brings insights and dispels mental confusion 

Crystal Grid #5B Lapiz Lazuli:  stimulates the desire for knowledge, truth and understanding, 

Mantra:  “I HEAR and SPEAK the truth” 
 

Third Eye: Controls wisdom, memory, spirituality 

Lavender:  Promotes spiritual growth 

Crystal Grid #6: Amethyst:  strengthens the imagination and intuition 

Mantra:  “I HAVE clear vision and intuition”   
 

Crown:  Connection to the Divine 

Frankincense:  Deepens our breath, opens our consciousness and integrates Divine wisdom. 

Crystal Grid #7: Green Apophyllite:   Balances the emotions and enhances spiritual growth 

Mantra:  ‘I AM ONE with the Divine” 
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Crystal Energizing Grid 
 

 
 

Crystal Grid #8 Ruby in Zoisite:  awakening of the true self 

Crystal Grid #9 Copper:  conducting and enhancing stone energies 

Crystal Grid #10 Selenite:  Clear blockages and open channels to higher realms 

 


